Building Atlanta’s Global Peace Legacy with the Global Peace Museum (GPM)
AN OPEN LETTER TO:
Honorable Charles Frank Bolden, Jr.
National Aeronautical & Space Administration
NASA Headquarters, 300E St. Washington, DC
Dear Administrator Bolden,
Greetings from Atlanta: City of Peace.
The Global Peace Museum is our major project and DREAM here in Dr. King's birthplace. We are now sharing our excitement with
many widely respected leaders.
In Genesis it is written that we are given dominion over all Creation, which includes both Earth and the Heavens (Space). It is also
written that we are to be "keepers" of one another, which includes the many sisters and brothers of our Global Family. There are two
very special brothers within our huge and extended family who are respected by millions of people in every corner of Earth. We
welcome your influence and partnership in honoring them by supporting our mission: ATLANTIS To Atlanta.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Mahatma Gandhi are two of the world's best known peacemakers. In light of the fact that Dr.
King was born in Atlanta, is one of the world's most admired Nobel Peace Prize Laureates and is the most globally accomplished
peace protégé of Gandhi: “Man of the Millennium” (Years 1000 – 2000), we want you and the NASA Team to award Atlantis To
Atlanta. Join us in celebrating these two brilliant peacemakers through "The Gandhi-King Global Peace Connection."
Mr. Bolden, the decision to award ATLANTIS to Atlanta will fuel the era in human history now before us. As Dr. King's birthplace
becomes a global capital of peace, many other cities around the Earth will also be inspired to become cities of peace. Dr. King and
Gandhi were powerful in the best of ways by serving and sacrificing their lives for peace. Their globally respected legacies have
nurtured the ideal of peace on earth. We invite you, your NASA Team and indeed everyone to be co-creators in this new 1000-year
period of human history we like to describe as: The Peace Millennium (Years 2000-3000).
We understand and are inspired by NASA's great mission and we were elevated as we listened to your recent video declaration.
NASA Salutes Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

"We cannot walk alone... We shall always march ahead... We cannot turn back!" ---MLK
Your quote for that special occasion was timely:
"I ask that you join with me in celebrating Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.” ---Charles F. Bolden, Jr.
Mr. Bolden, we join with you in celebrating Dr. King, and the majesty of ATLANTIS has already helped humanity to understand:
Our Place In The Cosmos
We have come to understand that Dr. King’s "Beloved Community" encompasses more than the Earth alone, especially after
viewing the powerful HUBBLE 3D IMAX movie. We believe it is imperative that we join talents and remain focused. I recall Dr. King’s
proclamation and his ‘call to higher ground’ made during his Nobel Peace Prize Lecture December 11, 1964.
"Modern man has brought this whole world to an awe-inspiring threshold of the future. He has reached new and
astonishing peaks of scientific success... his spaceships have dwarfed distance... and carved highways through the
stratosphere... but we have not learned the simple art of living together..."
Mr. Bolden, we hope you are inspired and will support the ATLANTIS-To-Atlanta project. Because Dr. King first proclaimed, "I Have
A Dream," there are now peacemakers worldwide who also have a dream about our Beloved Community and the awareness of our
Global Family. To have Atlantis in the Global Peace Museum will help millions to say together…
WE HAVE A DREAM TOO!
Respectfully,
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